Hurrdat network press release // JANUARY 14, 2021
Hurrdat Media Network launches podcast Shelter in Place, hosted by Laura
Joyce Davis.
Omaha, Nebraska: Hurrdat, a media, marketing and entertainment agency, is
excited to announce a new partnership with Shelter in Place, a podcast about
coming together in a world that pulls us apart. When 2020 knocked her down, host
Laura Joyce Davis had a choice: reach out or retreat?
Through quarantine, job loss, wildfires, and a cross-country move, her new podcast
Shelter in Place became the way she and her family created community while
rewriting life along the way. Through open-hearted memoir and authentic
conversations, Season 2 follows the Davises on their pandemic Odyssey across a
divided nation as they seek not just safety, but a place that everyone can call home.
Recent episodes have featured an epidemiologist from President-elect Biden’s
COVID task force, an award-winning poet, and a leading scholar of education. With a
unique blend of open-hearted memoir and authentic conversations, Shelter in Place
appeals to listeners across the country, and from many stages of life.
“Laura has this very writerly way of drawing together the personal and the
universal, and making it flow together in a way that is masterful and comforting at
the same time.” — Journalist Elaine Grant
Learn: Shelterinplacepodcast.info // More about Laura // Refer a friend
Connect: Facebook // Instagram // Twitter // Email
Listen: Apple Podcasts // Google Podcasts // Spotify

Short host bio:
Laura Joyce Davis writes to explore the triumph of the human spirit in a broken
world. A Fulbright scholar, Laura also won the Poets & Writers Exchange Award,
earned Pushcart Prize and Best New American Voices nominations for fiction, and
was a finalist for WNYC’s podcast accelerator. Also a mom of three, in previous lives,
she was a running coach, a capella singer, and scholarship athlete.
About Hurrdat Media:
Hurrdat Media is a one of a kind digital media agency based in Omaha, NE, that
offers media, marketing and entertainment agency services for brands and
businesses of all sizes that want to reach new audiences online. hurrdat.com.

